
1..CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION

this certificate is the initial formation document

needed to  form your llc business structure

with the state.. 

why its important: it lists out and confirms the

ownership interests of its members. 

2. OPERATING AGREEMENT

often overlooked, This document describes how

the operations and transactions of the

business will be handled, both on a daily level

as well as long term. 

Why its important: without one in place, your

business defaults to your individual state's

business laws, which aren't always helpful. 

3. CUSTOM CONTRACTS

other than setting up your business' llc

structure, having a custom contract

professionally drafted with only your

business in mind, is the most effective legal

protection you can have. 

Why It's important: contracts tend to lean in

the direction of the one that prepared it, make

sure that's you! 

4. PRIVACY POLICY
Governed by international, federal and state

laws, consumer's privacy and data collection

practices are taken seriously. 

Why It's Important: even if you don't *think* you're

collecting data, you may be doing  so

unintentionally via website plugins, payment

processors, or  even your site's analytics.  

5. TERMS + CONDITIONS
this document lays out the contract terms for

your website, including all of the products,

services and e-store's terms. 

why it's important: it lists out important terms

for things like refunds,, client

subscriptions/site memberships, online courses,

ebooks + more.! 

6. EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
Once you hire an employee, you'll need a

contract that describes the terms for their

employment, including any noncompetes &

confidentiality agreements.

Why its important: employees of creative-based

small businesses tend to be creative or

freelancers themselves. its all too easy to

steal someworks ip and market it as your own

these days. 

7. HR MANUAL

having an hr manual in place makes it easy for

you to comply with employment + labor laws as

well as stay out of trouble (and the

courtroom). 

why its important: aside from aiding in your

effort to comply  with certain federal and state

laws, a good hr manual protects you from being

sued for improper training of an employee. 

8. STANDARD OPERATING 

PROCEDURES
sops help you streamline your business and

manage your clients + team seamlessly.  

why it's important: doing things the same way

over and over again not only breeds

consistently good service it helps prevent

unwanted behavior in clients &/or team 

 members . 

9. COPYRIGHT/TRADEMARK
your intellectual properties are all of the

creative ideas you've brought to life within

your business and that make you money. These

are things like: your  "X step method" or client

online courses, ebooks and materials.. 

Why its important: You can seek monetary

damages against those in violation of your

copyright/trademark when you find your ip has

been stolen.
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Check off each box below as you journey through the legal protection process


